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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

THE BOTTOM LINE

Wireless networking has become the de facto standard endpoint connectivity
in the workplace. Now, 802.11ac is the first Wi-Fi technology that can enable
wireline performance in a wireless environment. Widespread deployment of
802.11ac could eliminate the need for wired clients of any type (outside of the
data center) – enabling “utility networking” for the first time. With the advent of
next-generation 802.11ac, users enjoy faster performance and network
architects can expect higher client density per AP.
Ubiquiti Networks, Inc. commissioned Tolly to evaluate their next-generation
UniFi UAP-AC access point, which leverages the 802.11ac architecture, against
three leading 802.11n competitive offerings from Aruba Networks, Cisco
Systems and Ruckus Wireless. (The other vendors do not yet offer systems
leveraging 802.11ac technology.)The Ubiquiti Networks UniFi-AP AC delivered
significantly greater throughput using 802.11ac technology as well as up to
10% greater throughput than the other offerings when running 802.11n
(5GHz). See Fig. 1.

The Ubiquiti UniFi 802.11ac Access Point (UniFi-AP AC):

1 Delivers up to 46% faster upstream throughput,
and up to 48% downstream throughput on
average, using 802.11ac, than offerings tested from
Aruba, Cisco and Ruckus

2 Leverages the leading-edge 802.11ac architecture,
which allows for better performance and room for
future growth

3 Offers up to 10% faster throughput, on average, for
wireless 802.11n clients

4 Delivers consistently faster performance at various
distances

...<continued on next page>
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Note: Using WD MyNet AC Client Bridge with GbE connection to client. Results averaged over all distances. Ruckus was not able to associate with client
at location 3, Location 1 & 2 average used. Distances tested: 24, 35 and 50ft. Ubiquiti communicated via 802.11ac, the others via 802.11n.
Source: Tolly, March 2013
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In both upstream and downstream traffic
scenarios, the Ubiquiti UniFi UAP-AC
provided significantly higher throughput
using 802.11ac, than the other APs under
test. In downstream scenarios, the UniFi
demonstrated 368 Mbps of throughput
compared to to 248 Mbps for Aruba,
268Mbps for Cisco and 227 Mbps for
Ruckus.

Test Results
Performance
802.11ac (5GHz) Client Throughput
Tolly engineers tested the Ubiquiti UniFi
UAP-AC against leading enterprise 802.11n
offerings from Aruba, Cisco and Ruckus.

Ubiquiti
Networks, Inc.
UniFi UAP-AC
802.11ac Single
Client
Performance
Evaluation

In upstream scenarios, the Ubiquiti UniFiUAP-AC provided 46% faster throughput,
on average, than the 802.11n solutions
under test. The result shown is the average
from tests at 24, 35 and 50 ft. See Figure 1.

For this test, a wired laptop was used as the
client with the GbE port of the laptop
connected to a wireless 802.11ac bridge.
The client communicated to the Ubiquiti
product using 802.11ac and to the others
using 802.11n (as they did not support
802.11ac).

Tested
March
2013

5GHz 802.11n Downstream and Upstream Throughput for Various Clients
Average Across all Distances Tested
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Notes: For the purposes of this evaluation “1x1”denotes an Apple iPad 3, “2x2” denotes an Acer Aspire 4830-T with Intel 6200N Chipset and “3x3”indicates
an Apple MacBook Pro with a Broadcom BCM43XX Chipset.
Source: Tolly, March 2013
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802.11n (5GHz) Upload/Download
Throughput for Mixed Clients

the other three competing 802.11n APs in
all three client configurations.

Tolly engineers evaluated how well the APs
under test handled traffic in three different
client types: 1x1, 2x2 and 3x3. For the
purposes of this evaluation “1x1” denotes
an Apple iPad 3, “2x2” denotes an Acer
Aspire 4830-T with Intel 6200N Chipset and
“3x3” indicates an Apple MacBook Pro with
a Broadcom BCM43XX Chipset. (The first
number represents the number of transmit
streams and the second number represents
the number of receive streams.)

In five out of six scenarios tested, the
Ubiquti UAP-AC delivered the fastest
throughput of all APs under test. Only in
the upstream MacBook Pro (3x3) test, did
Ubiquiti come in a close second at 253
Mbps to Aruba’s 257 Mbps. See Figure 2.

iPad 3, a MacBook Pro, an Acer Aspire 4830T with Intel 6200N Chipset and a MacBook
Pro.
Distances were set at 24, 35 and 50 feet.
At 24 feet, Ubiquti’s 802.11ac-based AP
demonstrated the highest downstream
throughput of all APs tested.
At 35 feet, the Ubiquiti UniFi UAP-AC again
demonstrated the fastest downstream
throughput for the iPad 3 (1x1) and Acer
(2x2), but came in second to Ruckus for the
MacBook Pro (3x3) scenario.

802.11n (5GHz) Upload/Download
Throughput at Various Distances
Tollly engineers tested the Ubiquiti Uni-Fi
UAP-AC versus comparable APs from
Aruba, Cisco and Ruckus at various
distances to determine the impact of
proximity to the AP on the performance of
three different types of clients, an Apple

Tolly engineers found that the 802.11ac
Ubiquiti AP delivered comparable or better
upstream/downstream throughput than

At 50 feet, the Ubiquti UniFi UAP-AC’s
downstream performance is maintained,
falling second to Aruba by a small margin
(242Mbps to 247Mbps). See Figure 3.

5GHz 802.11n Downstream Throughput at Various Distances (24, 35 and 50 Feet)
with Various Clients
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Notes: For the purposes of this evaluation “1x1” denotes an Apple iPad 3, “2x2” denotes an Acer Aspire 4830-T with Intel 6200N Chipset and “3x3”indicates
an Apple MacBook Pro with a Broadcom BCM43XX Chipset.
Source: Tolly, March 2013
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5GHz 802.11n Upstream Throughput at Various Distances (24, 35 and 50 Feet)
with Various Clients
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At 24 feet, the Ubiquiti UniFi UAP-AC
demonstrated a significant performance
advantage in upstream throughput for the
iPad 3 (1x1) and Acer (2x2), but came in
third to Ruckus and Cisco, respectively, for
the MacBook Pro (3x3) scenario.
At 35 feet, the Ubiquiti AP maintained its
performance advantage, demonstrating
the highest upstream throughput out of all
APs tested for all three scenarios.
At 50 feet, the Ubiquiti UniFi UAP-AC
demonstrated the highest throughput
using the iPad 3 (1x1 scenario), tied with
Aruba in the Acer scenario (2x2) and placed
a close second to Aruba in the MacBook Pro
(3x3) scenario. See Figure 3.
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Tolly engineers repeated the distance test
with upstream traffic and measured how
each AP performed.
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Test Setup &
Methodology
Test Environment
Testing was performed in a typical
classroom environment of roughly 1,200
sq. ft. Each AP was placed on a table at the
front of the room, and clients were placed
in alternating rows. Prior to testing,
engineers performed a site survey of the
environment, and no signals greater than
-90 dBm in the channels used for testing.
LAN Connectivity and power was provided
by PoE switch (with separate injector where
necessary), connected to an Ubiquiti
E d g e R o u t e r, w h i c h h o s t e d t h e
environment’s DHCP server. Prior to testing,
engineers verified that the latest firmware

Tolly.com

was installed on each solution, and that
each solution was current as of March 4,
2013.
A product-specific SSID was configured for
each solution in the 5GHz band, and all
solutions were set to use 40MHz channel
bonding. Standalone APs were used for the
Aruba and Ruckus configurations. For
Ubiquiti, the controller role was installed on
a virtual machine located on a separate
laptop connected to the LAN. For the
802.11ac Ubiquiti test, channel bandwidth
was 80MHz.
The Ubiquiti, Aruba, and Ruckus
configurations were all default except for
the radio-specific parameters. Cisco’s
configuration consisted of the following:
CleanAir Disabled, RRM Disabled, TX Power
Default 1 (30dBm). All client devices were
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Device Configurations
Endpoints and Wireless AC Bridge
Device

Make/Model

CPU/RAM

Operating System

Networking

Driver

IxChariot Console

Dell Latitude E5420

Core i3, 4GB

Windows 7 SP1

Net Xtreme 57xx
Gigabit Ethernet
controller

N/A

802.11n 3x3 Client

Apple MacBook Pro Model 9,2

Core i5, 4GB

Mac OS X 10.8.2

Broadcom BCM43XX

5.166.98.100.1
4

802.11n 2x2 Client

Acer Aspire 4830T-6678

Core i3, 4GB

Windows 7 SP1

standard conﬁguration
unspeciﬁed

802.11n 1x1 Client
Apple iPad 3 Model MD336LL/A
802.11ac Bridge
(Connected to a wired Acer WD My Net AC Bridge Model
Aspire client for ac testing
1813C - L2F
only.)

iOS 6.1.2

Intel Centrino
Advanced-N 6205
unspeciﬁed

unspeciﬁed

N/A

4x1GbE ports

N/A

15.1.1.1

Systems Under Test
Vendor

Model

Version

Conﬁguration

Aruba Networks, Inc.

Aruba IAP-135-US

6.2.0.0-3.2.0.2_37229

Default - 5GHz SSID

Cisco Systems, Inc.

Cisco AiroNet AIR-CAP3602I-A-K9

HW: v01, SW Ver 7.4.100.0

no CleanAir, RRM

Ruckus Wireless, Inc.

Ruckus ZoneFlex 7982 AP

SW ver: 9.4.0.0.110

Default - 5GHz SSID

Ubiquiti Networks, Inc.

Ubiquiti UAP-AC

v2.4.0

Default - 5GHz SSID

Table 1

Source: Tolly, March 2013

updated to the latest available firmware
and drivers. See Table 1 for details.

Performance Throughput script, such that
traffic was either upstream or downstream.

Test Execution

For each run, only the client being tested
was associated to the AP under test. A
separate machine was using MetaGeek
Chanalyzer software in conjunction with a
MetaGeek Wi-Spy USB spectrum analyzer
device to monitor the environment to
ensure there was no interference and that
each client was associating at its maximum

Tolly engineers installed each client with
the latest version of Ixia’s IxChariot.
IxChariot was configured with two
unidirectional pairs of the High
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rate. Traffic was then generated for one
minute. Tests were repeated three times for
accuracy. The 24 and 35 feet locations
consisted of line-of-sight testing. The 50
foot test location included one wall
obstruction.
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About Tolly
The Tolly Group companies have been
delivering world-class IT services for
more than 20 years. Tolly is a leading
global provider of third-party validation
services for vendors of IT products,
components and services.
You can reach the company by E-mail at
sales@tolly.com, or by telephone at
+1 561.391.5610.
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The Tolly Group gratefully acknowledges the providers
of test equipment/software used in this project.

Vendor

Product

Ixia

IxChariot 7.30 EA

Web

http://www.ixiacom.com

Visit Tolly on the Internet at:
http://www.tolly.com

Terms of Usage
This document is provided, free-of-charge, to help you understand whether a given product, technology or service merits additional
investigation for your particular needs. Any decision to purchase a product must be based on your own assessment of suitability
based on your needs. The document should never be used as a substitute for advice from a qualified IT or business professional. This
evaluation was focused on illustrating specific features and/or performance of the product(s) and was conducted under controlled,
laboratory conditions. Certain tests may have been tailored to reflect performance under ideal conditions; performance may vary
under real-world conditions. Users should run tests based on their own real-world scenarios to validate performance for their own
networks.
Reasonable efforts were made to ensure the accuracy of the data contained herein but errors and/or oversights can occur. The test/
audit documented herein may also rely on various test tools the accuracy of which is beyond our control. Furthermore, the
document relies on certain representations by the sponsor that are beyond our control to verify. Among these is that the software/
hardware tested is production or production track and is, or will be, available in equivalent or better form to commercial customers.
Accordingly, this document is provided "as is," and Tolly Enterprises, LLC (Tolly) gives no warranty, representation or undertaking,
whether express or implied, and accepts no legal responsibility, whether direct or indirect, for the accuracy, completeness, usefulness
or suitability of any information contained herein. By reviewing this document, you agree that your use of any information contained
herein is at your own risk, and you accept all risks and responsibility for losses, damages, costs and other consequences resulting
directly or indirectly from any information or material available on it. Tolly is not responsible for, and you agree to hold Tolly and its
related affiliates harmless from any loss, harm, injury or damage resulting from or arising out of your use of or reliance on any of the
information provided herein.
Tolly makes no claim as to whether any product or company described herein is suitable for investment. You should obtain your own
independent professional advice, whether legal, accounting or otherwise, before proceeding with any investment or project related
to any information, products or companies described herein. When foreign translations exist, the English document is considered
authoritative. To assure accuracy, only use documents downloaded directly from Tolly.com. No part of any document may be
reproduced, in whole or in part, without the specific written permission of Tolly. All trademarks used in the document are owned by
their respective owners. You agree not to use any trademark in or as the whole or part of your own trademarks in connection with
any activities, products or services which are not ours, or in a manner which may be confusing, misleading or deceptive or in a
manner that disparages us or our information, projects or developments.
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